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渦巻銀河の典型例 星の分布 HI

H2 HII region

渦巻銀河では腕（ARM)で活発な星形成が見られる

渦巻銀河：Armに沿って星形成が見られる
• Armには分子ガスがあり、星形成が起きておりHII領域が形成されている

M51
CO(1-0)



3棒渦巻銀河：Barでは星形成が見られない

NGC1300

• ArmではHII領域があって星形成が活発である。
• Barではダストレーンがあり、ガスは豊富に有りそうだが、HII領域が無く重い星の
形成が起きていない。
• この違いの原因を解明することは重い星の形成条件を知る上で重要
→長年の謎

Hα



4新しい説：分子雲の高速衝突が原因
従来の説
• Barに突入するガスの速度が大きすぎて、分子雲が形成されない(Tubbs 82)
• Barではガスのsearが強くて星形成が起きない (Athanassoula 92)
• あるいは、これらの組み合わせ (Reynaud & Downes 98)

新しい説 (Fujimoto+14)
• 高空間分解シミュレーション
（~1.5pc）
• Armでは分子雲同士が衝突し、
星形成が誘発され重い星が形成。
• Barでは分子雲衝突の相対速度
が大きく、衝突している期間が
短いため、分子雲コアが十分成
長せず、重い星が形成されない。

56 CHAPTER 3. ENVIRONMENTAL DEPENDENCE OF SF INDUCED BY CCCS
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Figure 3.1. Distribution of the collision velocity of clouds
colliding in the bar region (solid red line), spiral region
(dotted green line) and disc region (dashed blue line).
The collision events are counted for 10Myrs from t =
230 Myr to 240 Myr.
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Figure 3.2. Distribution of the collision velocity for three
cloud categorisations: Type A (solid green line) are the
most common clouds with properties typical of observed
GMCs, Type B (dotted blue line) are massive associa-
tions and Type C (dashed red line) are unbound, tran-
sient clouds. The cloud type plotted is that of the most
massive cloud involved in the collision.

speed of 20 km/s and clouds rarely colliding faster than 60 km/s. In the disc region, interactions
are more gentle with a collision speed peaking at only 15 km/s and a maximum of 40 km/s.

By virtue of its area, the total number of cloud collisions is highest in the spiral region.
However, the fraction of clouds undergoing a collision event is higher in the bar, due to the
constrained elliptical motion. This bolstered rate of interaction alters the properties of the
clouds, allowing much larger structures to be built through successive mergers. The result is
a group of Giant Molecular Associations (GMAs) that dominate the local gravitational field,
pulling clouds onto a collision course that increases their relative velocity.

That the collision velocity can be attributed to properties of the cloud population can be
seen clearly in Figure 3.2. The collision velocity is now plotted for three different types of
cloud, categorised by their mass and radius. Type A clouds form the main population in the
disc. Their properties are consistent with observed GMCs with masses ∼ 5× 105M⊙ and radii
∼ 11 pc. Type B clouds are the giant GMAs with masses above 106M⊙. Type C clouds are
unbound objects that have short lives in filaments and the tidal tails of larger interacting clouds.
The cloud type was determined using the mass-radius relation described in detail in Fujimoto
et al. (2014a) and the collision cloud type is dictated by the largest object of the interacting
pair, resulting in a low number of Type C with a noisy distribution. These distributions show
that collisions involving a GMA Type B cloud are faster. The speed peaks around 40 km/s and
extends to beyond 100 km/s. By contrast, a typical collisions with a Type A cloud occurs at half
the speed of those with Type B. This fast interaction speed for the Type B is consistent with
their escape velocity, which ranges between 17− 100 km/s for the clouds with masses between
106 − 108M⊙ and radii 30− 100 pc. The Type B clouds form a dominant population in the bar
as shown in Table 3.1. Half the clouds in the bar are either Type B or the small Type C forming
in the interaction tails of the Type B. The spiral and disc region have a stronger population of
Type A clouds, with the disc having less than 6% Type B. The Type B clouds therefore govern
the interactions in the bar, producing a higher collision speed than either the spiral or the
disc. This supports the idea that the variation in SFE with galactic region might be due to a
variation in the efficiency of triggered star formation.

3.3.2 Environmental dependence of SFE

To equate the cloud collision rate to a star formation rate, we used the model proposed by
Tan (2000) in Eq. 3.2 to plot the observed Kennicutt-Schmidt relation between the surface star

衝突速度（km/s）

Fujimoto et al. 2014b, MN, 445, L65

ー Bar
ー Arm
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Figure 2.2. Evolution of the galactic disc. Images show the surface gas density at times, t = 200, 240, and
280Myr. Each image is 15 kpc across.

results from M83 (Lundgren et al., 2004a). We also compared and matched the size of the bar
obtained from the M83 12CO(J=1-0) observations (Lundgren et al., 2004b) with the size of the
bar structure formed in the simulation at 240Myr. In both cases, the position of the bar-end
from the galactic centre was approximately 2.3 kpc. Within the radius of the galaxy disc, the
stellar mass dominated over the dark matter to ensure a grand design spiral.

2.2.3 Cloud definition and tracking

The giant molecular clouds in our simulation were identified as coherent structures contained
within contours at the threshold density of nH,c = 100 cm−3, similar to the observed mean
volume densities of typical galactic GMCs. Note that since the formation of molecules was not
being followed in our simulation, the gas is purely atomic. However, at the threshold density, it
is reasonable to assume the cloud would consist of both a molecular core and atomic envelope.
We refer to this method as the ‘contour method’ for cloud identification.

We also used an additional method for defining GMCs that builds clouds around density
local maxima(Tasker and Tan, 2009). Here, peaks are found in the baryon density field that
have nH ≥ nH,c = 100cm−3. Neighbouring cells are then recursively searched and assigned
to the cloud if they also have densities nH ≥ 100cm−3. Density peaks further 20 pc apart are
identified as separate clouds. We refer to this method as the ‘peak method’.

The main difference between these two methods is that in the second case, multiple clouds
may exist within the same continuous density structure if it contains more than one well-
separated peak.

In this chapter, we mainly focus on the results of the contour method due to its ability to
identify large bodies that (visually) appear to be a single entity. This allows us to assess more
easily the difference the environment was having on the cloud properties. Notably, however,
the overall results from these two methods are very similar. We discuss this in a quantitative
way in section 2.4.2.

To follow the evolution of the clouds, simulation outputs were analysed every 1Myr and the
clouds were mapped between outputs with a tag number assigned to each cloud. The algorithm
of this cloud tracking is described in Tasker and Tan (2009). A merger is said to have happened
when a single cloud is at the predicted position for two other clouds after 1Myr of evolution.



5観測対象：星形成が見られないBar
• Barで星形成が見られる棒渦巻銀河の分子ガス観測
は行われている→適切ではない

•星形成が見られない極端な棒構造を持つ棒渦巻銀河
を対象とする。

12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3. Image of the barred spiral galaxy M83. This image is based on data acquired with the 1.5-metre Danish
telescope at ESO’s La Silla Observatory in Chile, through three filters (B, V, R). Credit: ESO/IDA/Danish 1.5
m/R. Gendler, S. Guisard and C. Thone.

and Ho, 1994). The bar structure is likely responsible for feeding gas to the nuclear region
(Lundgren et al., 2004a; Fathi et al., 2008). Offset ridges reside along the stellar bar, and those
ridges are associated with shocked gas (Ondrechen, 1985).

There are many mapping observations in CO lines (Wiklind et al., 1990; Handa et al., 1990;
Lord and Kenney, 1991; Kenney and Lord, 1991; Rand et al., 1999; Crosthwaite et al., 2002;
Sakamoto et al., 2004; Lundgren et al., 2004b; Muraoka et al., 2009a,b; Hirota et al., 2014).
Total mass of HI gas is 7.7× 109 M⊙ (Huchtmeier and Bohnenstengel, 1981). Total mass of H2

gas is 3.2× 109 M⊙ (Crosthwaite et al., 2002) or 3.9× 109 M⊙ (Lundgren et al., 2004b).

Formation of spiral arm and bar structures

The formation process of spiral arm structures has been well debated, but consensus has not
been reached yet. One of the most popular theories of spiral structure is the density wave theory
of Lin and Shu (1964) (see also Bertin and Lin 1996). They formulated the spiral features not
as a specific collection of stars, but rather a density wave that propagates azimuthally through
the galactic disc. Spiral structures can be self-induced and maintained in a globally stable
disk. This theory does not meet a winding dilemma, that is, if the stellar spiral is a material
arm, the lifetime of the arm is shorter than that of its hosting galaxy (> 1 Gyr) because the
galactic rotation curve is flat and then the spiral arm would wind up into nothing after a few
galactic rotations. This is inconsistent with the fact that most nearby galaxies have spiral arms,
indicating that the lifetime of the arm should be longer than 1 Gyr. Moreover, the long lived
spirals can explain the observed offset between the stellar arm and dust lane; a supersonic gas
flow into a spiral density wave experiences a shock as a results of the rapid deceleration, and
this occurs before reaching the minima of the spiral potential (Fujimoto, 1968; Roberts, 1969).

Recent numerical simulations with a live (i.e. time-dependent) stellar disk, however, shows
that stars and gas populate the spiral arms for the lifetime of the arm itself, rather than flowing
into and out of the arm as in the density wave theory (Wada et al., 2011; Baba et al., 2013;
Grand et al., 2013). The stellar arms are non-steady (i.e. transient and recurrent); they are
wound and stretched by the galactic shear and merge with other arms. This is due to a swing
amplification mechanism that reinforces density enhancement which seeds a wake in the disk
(Goldreich and Lynden-Bell, 1965b; Julian and Toomre, 1966; Toomre, 1981; Baba et al., 2013).
This non-steady stellar spiral makes the gas spirals associated with the stellar arms non-steady.
The timescale of the change of the stellar spiral arm is 1-2 rotational periods at each radius

M83：弱いBar構造

NGC1300 NGC5383

このような銀河のBarの分子ガス観測はほとんど行われていない。
理由）遠い（≧20Mpc）、北天に少ない、中心部を対象とした観測が多い
→本当に分子ガスがあるかどうかも不明。



6今回の目的：ガスの有無・速度幅の検証
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Figure 2.2. Evolution of the galactic disc. Images show the surface gas density at times, t = 200, 240, and
280Myr. Each image is 15 kpc across.

results from M83 (Lundgren et al., 2004a). We also compared and matched the size of the bar
obtained from the M83 12CO(J=1-0) observations (Lundgren et al., 2004b) with the size of the
bar structure formed in the simulation at 240Myr. In both cases, the position of the bar-end
from the galactic centre was approximately 2.3 kpc. Within the radius of the galaxy disc, the
stellar mass dominated over the dark matter to ensure a grand design spiral.

2.2.3 Cloud definition and tracking

The giant molecular clouds in our simulation were identified as coherent structures contained
within contours at the threshold density of nH,c = 100 cm−3, similar to the observed mean
volume densities of typical galactic GMCs. Note that since the formation of molecules was not
being followed in our simulation, the gas is purely atomic. However, at the threshold density, it
is reasonable to assume the cloud would consist of both a molecular core and atomic envelope.
We refer to this method as the ‘contour method’ for cloud identification.

We also used an additional method for defining GMCs that builds clouds around density
local maxima(Tasker and Tan, 2009). Here, peaks are found in the baryon density field that
have nH ≥ nH,c = 100cm−3. Neighbouring cells are then recursively searched and assigned
to the cloud if they also have densities nH ≥ 100cm−3. Density peaks further 20 pc apart are
identified as separate clouds. We refer to this method as the ‘peak method’.

The main difference between these two methods is that in the second case, multiple clouds
may exist within the same continuous density structure if it contains more than one well-
separated peak.

In this chapter, we mainly focus on the results of the contour method due to its ability to
identify large bodies that (visually) appear to be a single entity. This allows us to assess more
easily the difference the environment was having on the cloud properties. Notably, however,
the overall results from these two methods are very similar. We discuss this in a quantitative
way in section 2.4.2.

To follow the evolution of the clouds, simulation outputs were analysed every 1Myr and the
clouds were mapped between outputs with a tag number assigned to each cloud. The algorithm
of this cloud tracking is described in Tasker and Tan (2009). A merger is said to have happened
when a single cloud is at the predicted position for two other clouds after 1Myr of evolution.

観測者
offsetは速度場のため

i=35°

今回の目的
1. まずは、野辺山45-mでCO(1-0)の観測を行い、Barに分子ガスが存在
するか確かめる。

2. 同時に、観測したCO輝線の速度幅の傾向がシミュレーションの結果
と一致するか検証する。

速度幅：Arm < Bar

Arm Bar
強
度

速度(km/s)



7NGC1300：CO(1-0)の観測
観測
•野辺山45-m 
• 2016/1/31 ~ 2/1 Tsys = 350~600(K)
• 2016/4/24 ~ 25 Tsys = 400~700(K)
• 2017/2/14 ~ 15 Tsys = 300~450(K)

距離 = 20Mpc
Beamsize15” ~ 1.5kpc

野辺山45m

Hα

Bar 1

Arm 3



8観測結果：Barにも分子ガスは豊富にある

Bar 1 Arm 3

• 積分時間 = 2h8m20s
• rms = 3.14mK
• S/N ~ 9
• 分子ガスの質量 = 1.8 × 107 Msun
（αCO = 4.36）

• 積分時間 = 0h28m0s
• rms = 5.37mK
• S/N ~ 9
• 分子ガスの質量 = 3.1 × 107 Msun
（αCO = 4.36）

130km/s

80 km/s

ちゃんとBarにはガスがあり、
CO(1-0)の速度幅はArmよりBarの方が大きい

強
度
(m
K)

速度(km/s)

強
度
(m
K)

速度(km/s)



9速度幅：シミュレーションと傾向が一致

Arm < Barの傾向が見られる = シミュレーションと一致
→Barでは高速衝突している可能性
ただし、速度場を反映している可能性もある
• HIの観測結果に基づくと、Arm3では20km/sくらいの速度勾配
• BarではHIが受かっていないの分からない

Figure 2: NGC 1300 taken with HST with F435W (⇠ optical B band) (left) and with F658N (H↵
emission) (right). Positions observed with Nobeyama 45-m are shown with green circles (beamsize
of 1500�). Target field of views with ALMA (FoV= 5000� ⇠ primary beamsize) are shown with red
circles.
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Figure 3: CO(1-0) emission profile in the bar-A region (left) and in the arm-A region (center)
obtained with Nobeyama 45-m. The observed positions are shown in Figure 2 as green circles.
The CO(1-0) emission profile in the bar-B (arm-B) is similar to that in the bar-A (arm-A). Right:
’observed’ gas profiles in the arm region (red line) and bar region (blue line) in the simulation with
the same viewing angle of NGC 1300. O↵set of the velocity is just reflection of the velocity field
(galactic rotation).
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Bar1 Arm3
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10NGC1300全結果：速度幅 Arm < Bar
Arm1
補填観測の結果のみ

rms = 6.7 [mK]

effective on-source time
～27 min (× 2 偏波)

TA*Δv=1.81 [K km/s]

M(H2) 
=2.4 x 107 [Msun] 
(ηMB=0.42)

Arm 1

Arm 3

Arm 4

BarEndBar 3

Bar 1

Mmol = 
1.83 × 107 Msun

σ~3.14mK
t~2h8m20s

Mmol = 
2.05 × 107 Msun

σ~6.22mK
t~23m40s

σ~5.37mK
t~28m0s

Mmol = 
4.12 × 107 Msun

σ~6.95mK
t~28m40s

Mmol = 
2.13 × 107 Msun

σ~4.23mK
t~1h6m0s

σ~6.70mK
t~27m0s

速度幅は
Arm < Bar End < Bar
の傾向

130km/s 130km/s 90km/s

80km/s

70km/s
110km/s

Mmol = 
2.78 × 107 Msun

Mmol = 
3.09 × 107 Msun



11NGC5383：CO(1-0)の観測
野辺山45-m
•観測
• 2017/2/14 ~ 18
• Tsys = 200~300(K)

距離 = 35Mpc
Beamsize15” ~ 2.6kpc

Bar

Arm

Sheth et al. (2000)



12NGC5383：速度幅 Arm < Bar

Bar Arm 

• 積分時間 = 0h44m20s
• rms = 2.76mK
• S/N ~ 20
• 分子ガスの質量 = 2.7 × 108Msun
（αCO = 4.36）

• 積分時間 = 2h0m20s
• rms = 2.16mK
• S/N ~ 9
• 分子ガスの質量 = 5.4 × 107 Msun
（αCO = 4.36）

240km/s

140 km/s

• NGC5383もNGC1300と同じ傾向
• NGC5383ではArmよりBarに大量の分子ガス

強
度
(m
K)

速度(km/s)

強
度
(m
K)

速度(km/s)

速度勾配～100km/s速度勾配～100km/s



13今後の展望：ALMAで観測
まとめ
今回の観測結果は、「棒渦巻銀河のBarでは分子雲の高速衝突が原因で星形成
が起きない」という新しい説を支持している可能性。ただし、速度場を反映
している可能性もある。
今後に向けて
• 速度場の影響を検討する
• ALMAやNOEMAで、個々の分子雲に分解して実際に相対速度を調べたい
• NGC1300は観測提案済み。

Figure 2: NGC 1300 taken with HST with F435W (⇠ optical B band) (left) and with F658N (H↵
emission) (right). Positions observed with Nobeyama 45-m are shown with green circles (beamsize
of 1500�). Target field of views with ALMA (FoV= 5000� ⇠ primary beamsize) are shown with red
circles.
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Figure 3: CO(1-0) emission profile in the bar-A region (left) and in the arm-A region (center)
obtained with Nobeyama 45-m. The observed positions are shown in Figure 2 as green circles.
The CO(1-0) emission profile in the bar-B (arm-B) is similar to that in the bar-A (arm-A). Right:
’observed’ gas profiles in the arm region (red line) and bar region (blue line) in the simulation with
the same viewing angle of NGC 1300. O↵set of the velocity is just reflection of the velocity field
(galactic rotation).
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